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Modus launches
‘VWork’ during
Clerkenwell Design
Week

—
Modus is delighted to launch
the evolved VWork by Simon
Pengelly for Clerkenwell
Design Week
21-23 May 2019
28-29 Great Sutton Street
London EC1V 0DS

VWork by Simon Pegelly
—
Originally created as a simple yet versatile dining
table, the VTable was the very first collaboration
between Simon Pengelly and Modus back in
2000. Nineteen years on, its combination of
honest materials and functional design has
proven timeless, leading to a comprehensive
extension into a workspace collection, VWork.
Named after its distinctive v-shaped joinery,
VWork’s seemingly simple feature allows for
fluidity in the expansion, naturally lending itself
to support a range of deeper tops as well as
integrated cable management. As well as
functional, the collection provides a much-needed
flexible furnishing solution and is available in a
number of configuration options.
The residential design roots of VWork along with
the use of natural materials brings a soft aesthetic
to the range. “Workplaces are evolving to offer a
more relaxed and domestic atmosphere. They’re
an extension of the home where individuals
are enabled to work in the way they want.”
commented Simon Pengelly, designer.
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The range is also fully responsive to social
demands within the workplace, with options to
configure for collaborative or individual working.
“The workplace environment is becoming far
less formal with flexible working - and supplying
furniture that allows for this is now essential.”
continued Pengelly.
The extended collection provides a fully
comprehensive workspace solution, consisting
of a modular table system, a hot desk with
accessible power, meeting tables and matching
benches and a high table available in three
different lengths - all of which use the same
design principles established for the original
dining table. All tables are available with
complementary accessories, including sleek
screen dividers which come upholstered or in
cork, as well as power and data solutions and a
cable management tidy.
See the collection, during Clerkenwell Design
Week, at the Modus showroom located in the
heart of the festival.
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We have been manufacturing beautifully designed
furniture since the year 2000, working with a crowd of
established and emerging design talent to create a
diverse range of award-winning pieces united by their
superb quality and the strength of their design.
We manufacture all our upholstery and joinery from
start to finish in our production facility in South
Somerset, working with a skilled team of craftspeople
who take great pride in their work. We have a
showroom in Clerkenwell and a network of dealers
worldwide.

About Simon Pengelly
—

Simon Pengelly started making furniture in his father’s
workshop aged eight. His practical experience and
an affiny for materials and processes are central
to his design work. Understanding materials and
manufacturing techniques is fundamental to Simon’s
approach, combined with a passionate desire to create
accessible production furniture with ‘soul’. His studio,
Pengelly Design, now collaborates globally with the
most progressive design-led companies working within
the realms of product and furniture production.

—

www.pengellydesign.com

We operate an honest pricing policy, charging
straightforward prices for superbly made products
with complete transparency about how we arrive at our
prices. We are a business-to-business company, if you
are interested in any of our ranges we will put you in
touch with the most appropriate dealer who will, in turn,
charge you an honest price.

—

www.modusfurniture.co.uk
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